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Abstracr-This paper examines the effect of imperfect carrier 
pbaselfrequency recovery at the receiver on the bit error perfor- 
mance of our diversity antenna selection technique (AST) pro- 
posed for channels utilizing Differential Space-Time Modulation 
(DSTM). The tolerance of diffemntial detection associated with 
the proposed AST to phaselfmquency errors is then analyzed. 

. .  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The combination between the diversity of space-time codes 
and a closed loop diversity antenna selection technique 
(AST) using a feedback loop in coherent detection bas been 
intensively examined in literature, such as [I], [21, [31, [41, [5]. 
However, ASTs for channels utilizing Differential Space-Time 
Modulation (DSTM) are not so widely considered. In [6] 
and [7], we propose ASTs for such the channels, where we 
assume that carrier phasehequency (or just phase, for short, 
except when it is clearly stated) recovely is perfect. Simulation 
results show that DSTM associated with the proposed ASTs 
provides much better bit enor performance than that without 
ASTs, and, at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), even better 
than coherent detection without ASTs [6], [7]. In fact, phase 
recovery errors always exist, which degrade the performance 
of the proposed ASTs. Phase errors may occur due to the 
difference between the frequency of the local oscillators at 
the transmitter and the receiver, and/or due to the Doppler 
frequency-shift effect in fast fading channels. Therefore, 
examining the effect of imperfect phase recovery on the 
performance of the proposed ASTs and, if possible, proposing 
solutions to overcome this problem are specially important. 
It is noted that, the phrase “antenna selection” is sometimes 
used in this paper instead of the phrase “OUT proposed antenna 
selection technique” for short. 

In Section I1 of this paper, the examination of the effect of 
phase recovery errors on the performance of OUT proposed 
AST called the general N-out-of-M AST [6], [7] is carried 
out. Simulation results and discussion on the sensitivity to 
phase errors, as well as, on the m o r  tolerance of DSTM with 
and without OUT AST are presented in Section ID. The paper 
is concluded by Section IV. 
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11. EFFECT OF PHASE ERRORS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF 
THE PROPOSED ANTENNA SELECTION TECHNIQUE 

In this paper, the DSTM based on the Alamouti code [SI, or 
the Alamonti DSTM, for short, is examined. It is trivial to 
generalize the consideration mentioned here for other space- 
time block codes, and therefore, we do not deal with this task 
here. In addition, we concentrate only on the general N-out- 
of-M AST. The other proposed ASTs mentioned in [7] are 
the different particular cases of this AST. We assume here 
that, due to imperfect recovery, the initial phase error for 
each data segment’ comprising L symbol time slots is.AQo 
(radians). Meanwhile, nou-initial phase errors are assumed 
to cumulate by adding a constant volume AQ (radians) per 
symbol time slot to the phase of received signals. It means 
that the signal received in the kth (k = 1. . . L) symbol time 
slot in the considered data segment is now multiplied with 
e i ~ ( k - l ) A r + A ~ o ~ .  However, OUT simulation results show that 
the bit error performance of DSTM does not depend on the 
initial phase error This is interpreted as follows. Like the 
differential phase shift keying (DPSK) demodulation, where 
the demodulation of signals only depends on the relative phase 
difference between consecutive signals, not on the absolute 
phase of each signal, the bit error performance of DSTM does 
not depend on the initial phase error AQO, but depends on 
non-initial phase errors. Therefore, in the rest of this paper, 
we omit the initial phase error and only examine the effect of 
non-initial phase mors. Additionally, if we denote A f to be 
the frequency error per symbol time slot, it follows that: 

AQ = 2 d  f T. = 27rw (1) 

where T, is the period of symbol time slots and -=A fT8 is 
called the equivalent frequency error, which is the frequency 
error Af normalized by the frequency of transmitied symbols 
F -1 

T.’ 

First, we examine the case of the Alamouti DSTM without 
antenna selection. The most common scenario is that the 

‘By using the term “dam segmsnt” here (the same as “frame” in [a] and [71) 
, the authors do not mean channels are quasi-flat fading. 7he readers may refer 
to [7] for more detlils. 
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considered system comprises two transmit and one receive 
antennas. Again, it is hivial to generalize the consideration 
here for systems with an arbitrary number of transmit and/or 
receive antennas. As mentioned in [6], [7], in all DSTM 
techniques proposed in literature so far, it is required that 
the transmission gains are constant during at least two 
adjacent code blocks, which, for simplicity, we call a 'data 
segment.' Therefore, we assumed here that the transmission 
gains are constant in a data segment of four symbol time 
slots corresponding to the time when the initial matrix 
WO = IZ (I is an identity matrix) and the next code block 
Wl are transmitted. Clearly, this is the best case when phase 
recovery errors are taken into account, since, the larger 
the size of the considered data segment is, the larger the 
cumulative phase error in received signals is. Consequently, 
the bit error performance of differential detection degrades 
more. We denote aj and ntj 0' = 1 ,2 ;  t = 0 , l )  to be the 
transmission gain between the j t h  transmit antenna and the 
receive antenna, and the noise on this channel affecting the 
receiver during the tth transmission time, respectively (the Oth 
transmission means the initial transmission). The expressions 
given below are straightforwardly derived according to the 
DSTM proposed in [IO]. The readers may refer to [6], [7], or 
[IO] for more details. The matrix WI transmitted after the 
initial transmission is: 

W, = WOZ, = IZZ, = z, (2) 

where Z1 is defined as: 

(3) 

The signals received during the initial transmission when 
WO = I, is transmitted are given below (the second index of 
the received signals indicates the order of the corresponding 
symbol time slot): 

TOI = a1 +no1 
TO' = aZe"+ +no2 

The signals received when the second code block W, = Z, 
is transmitted are: 

1 

1 

~ 1 1  = -(alsl+ azsz)eiZA+ + n11 (4) Jz 
Jz ~ 1 2  = -(-ais; + az3;)eiaA+ + nlz (5 )  

The above expressions are used in the simulation. in the next 
section. 

Next, we consider the Alamouti DSTM associated with 
our proposed AST. The general 2-out-of-4 AST is taken into 
account. As in all existing DSTM techniques, transmission 

'This condition is not necessary if the linear prediction is utilized at the 
receiver, where multiple previous matrices of the received signals are used 
to predict the relation between the c m n t  bansmission gain matrix and the 
pnvious ones 191. As a result, the bansmission gains are not necessary to be 
unchanged during at least two consecutive code blacks. 

gains in the DSTM associated with our AST are also 
required to be constant during a data segment of at least 
two consecutive code blocks (Le., six symbol time slots) 
corresponding to the time when the initial block WO = I4 
and the next block W1 are transmitted [6], [7]. Intuitively, it 
is clear that this case provides the best bit error performance 
when phase recovery errors are considered, as, the larger the 
size of the data segment is, the larger the cumulative phase 
error in received signals is. Similar to the case of differential 
detection without ASTs, we have the received signals during 
the initial transmission (WO = I4 is transmitted) as given 
below: 

TOI = a1 +no1 
T ~ Z  = azeZA+ +no2 
TO3 = a3e'"+ +nos 
TO4 = a4eZaA+ +no4 

According to our general 2-out-of4 AST proposed in [6], [7], 
we assume, without loss of generality, that, the transmit 
antennas which should be selected to transmit the considered 
data segment are the first and the second ones. In addition, 
as mentioned in [6], [7], the matrix W1 transmitted after the 
initial matrix WO is calculated by multiplying the matrix Z1 
in (3) with a tacit default identity matrix WO = I z ,  and 
consequently, W1 has the same expression as (2), i.e., Wl=Zl. 
Hence, when the second code block W1 is transmitted, the 
received signals are as follows: 

(6) 
1 

711 = -(a131 + a z ~ z ) e ' ~ ~ +  +rill Jz 

111. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section, the bit error rates (BER) of DSTM with 
and without our proposed AST versus the ratio between bit 
energy and noise energy (Eb/No) are presented. The channel 
is assumed to be flat Rayleigh fading one. The Alamouti 
DSTM and the unitary QPSK signal constellation, where 
the power of the symbols in the constellation is one, are 
considered. The transmission gains and noise are assumed 
to be identically independently distributed (i.i.d.) complex 
Gaussian random variables with the distributions CN(0,l) 
and CN(0, U'), respectively. 

The bit error performance of DSTM without antenna 
selection is shown in Figure l(a). Again, we assume that 
the transmission gains remain unchanged in a data segment 
of four symbol time slots and change randomly from data 
segment to data segment. The performance of DSTM with OUT 
proposed AST is presented in Figure I(b). In this simulation, 
the general 2-out-of-4 AST is used and we assume the 
transmission gains remain constant during a data segment 
comprising six symbol time slots. From (4), (5 ) ,  (6) and (7) 
and the above assumptions, we realize that the received 
energy of each symbol during a symbol time slot is 1/2, and, 
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Fig. 1. The effect of imperfect phase recovery on the pe 

consequently, the energy per bit is Eb = 114. Therefore, in 
both simulations, in order to compare the effect of different 
phase errors at a same given Eb/No,  we assign the noise 
variance (or noise energy) to U’=&. 

We can see from Figure l(a) that, when the AST is 
not utilized and the phase errors Aq5 = 0.1 and Aq5 = 0.15 
rad exist, Eb/No required to achieve the same BER=10-3 as 
in the case without phase errors (Aq5 = 0) is approximately 
1.3 and 3.75 dB higher, respectively. The bit error performance 
of differential detection degrades rapidly for Aq5 > 0.15 rad. 
Likewise, in differential detection with our AST, Eb/No is 
required 1 and 2.6 dB higher to achieve the same BER=10-4 
as in the case without phase errors (Aq5 = 0), corresponding 
to the phase errors of 0.05 and 0.075 rad, respectively. The 
phase errors, which are greater than 0.075 rad, seriously 
degrade the performance of the proposed AST. 

Therefore, DSTM associated with the proposed AST is 
more sensitive to phase errors than that without the AST. 
From the simulation results, we may deduce that the tolerance 
to phase errors in the cases with and without the proposed 
AST is 0.075 rad (or 13.5’) and 0.15 rad (or 2 7 O ) ,  respectively. 
Additionally, the figures show that DSTM accompanied with 
our proposed AST, in the cases of phase errors Aq5 up to 0.1 
rad corresponding to the four lower curves in Figure I@), 
has better hit error performance than DSTM without antenna 
selection no matter whether phase errors exist or not (see 
curves in Figure l(a)). In other words, DSTM associated with 
our proposed AST mentioned in [6],  [7] overwhelms that 
without antenna selection, even when some certain values of 
phase errors exist. 

also present B E R  versus Eb/No in the case of frequency 
recovery errors, since, frequency errors and phase errors 
follow the relation ( I ) .  It means the tolerance to equivalent 
frequency errors in DSTM with and without antenna 
selection is a f = ~ = 1 . 1 9 ~ 1 0 - ~  and ~ = ~ = 2 . 3 9 ~ 1 0 - ’ ,  
respectively. In other words, the tolerance to frequency 
errors in the case of DSTM with and without our AST is 
approximately 1.19 % and 2.39 % of the symbol frequency 
F, = $, respectively. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper examines the effect of the imperfect camer 
phaseifrequency recovery at the receiver on our AST proposed 
for channels using DSTM. Pbaseifrequency errors may be due 
to the difference between the frequency of the local oscillators 
in the transmitter and the receiver. They also may be caused by 
the Doppler frequency shift effect in the fast Rayleigh fading 
environment. As mentioned in [6], [7],  DSTM combined with 
the proposed AST has much better performance than that 
without antenna selection, and, at high S N R s ,  even better 
than coherent detection without antenna selection. Simulation 
results in this paper provide W e r  conclusions that, although 
DSTM associated with the proposed AST is more sensitive 
to imperfect carrier recovely, but for phase errors up to 0.1 
rad, it still bas better bit error performance than that without 
antenna selection (no matter whether phase errors exist or 
not). In addition, the tolerance to phase errors in the cases 
of DSTM with and without antenna selection is 0.075 rad 
and 0.15 rad, respectively. Correspondingly, the tolerance to 
frequency errors in these cases is 1.19 % and 2.39 % of 
the symbol frequency F,, respectively. The research on the 
effect of imperfect camer recovery here opens other technical 
problems, which are the perspective examining issues, such as 
methods to compensate phase errors in order to enhance the It is worth to note that I(a) and l(b) themselves 
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performance of the proposed AST. 
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